
CREATIVE WAYS TO WRITE A POEM

These poetry prompts are sure to spark your creativity for writing poems! Use these creative writing poetry ideas to start
writing poems and.

Just some suggestions. A comma indicates a short pause, a period indicates a longer pause, a dash indicates a
pause with a connection of thoughts. The key to writing is making the audience feel. The first completed draft
of your poem is only the beginning. When you re-read it, does anything seem confusing? Street Signs: Take
note of the words on signs and street names you pass while driving, walking, or riding the bus. I can't wait for
the next email. You are always looking forward to the next lesson like a good novel!!! It is a persona poem
with several lines of personification shown in different ways. This can be for something tangible, such as a
cake, or it can be a more abstract concept such as love or happiness. Everything was included, possibly more
than college courses can offer. List ingredients and directions for mixing and tips for cooking up your concept
to perfection. Red is frequently associated with love; ripening is a positive natrual process; food is further
associated with being satisfied. This allows you total creative freedom to write from these poetry prompts in
your own unique style, tone, and voice. A Haiku is made up of three lines. Poison: Describe something toxic
and its effects on a person. A tornado in the kitchen? I would recommend the course to anyone. It's been really
helpful and well-explained. Give them something to remember and hold onto. It is an easy way to attach
concrete images to feelings and character traits that might usually be described with abstract words. Potential
Energy: Write about an experience where you had a lot of potential for success, but failed. Cafeteria: Create a
poem inspired by the people who might be eating lunch in a cafeteria at school or at a hospital. Craft a note to
your potential audience that addresses their biggest fears, hopes, and dreams. Boxes: What kinds of family
secrets or stories might be hiding in that untouched box in the attic? Goodbyes: Write about a time in your life
you said goodbye to someone â€” this could be as simple as ending a mundane phone conversation, or harder
goodbyes to close friends, family members, or former partners. Be ready to edit your poem to get it down to
its best form. For example, the first line might rhyme with the third line and the second line with the fourth
line. Poem Types - Found Poetry. Find out how to write poetry without falling into these traps. Sticking to a
strict rhyme scheme can severely limit your word choice and creativity. Ghostwriter: Imagine an invisible
ghost picks up a pen and starts writing to you. Unemployed: Write a poem about quitting or being fired from a
job you depended on. Duct tape?


